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President’s Page
Since the last edition of Rallye, Mirva and I have visited France to participate
in three separate events to celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of the release of
the Floride. There is a separate report on those events elsewhere in this edition
of Rallye. I won’t comment further here except to say that, on behalf of RCCQ,
I’ve invited members of the Floride Caravelle Club de France to come to
Australia for the next 4CV Muster or other events with the promise that we’ll
look after them. Looking after them would involve billeting and loan of cars etc
and probably also organising extra events, visits and trips to make their visit
worthwhile.
Longstanding members of RCCQ will remember the visit to Australia in 2011
by five couples from FCCF, but for the benefit of members who’ve joined more
recently, I’ll provide some history of the interaction between the two clubs.
History of French visits: In 2009, Rob and Rhonda Ringe visited France to
participate in a ‘tour de France event organised by the FCCF. They were
invited to do so as the guests of Alain and AnnMarie Traon, who billeted them,
lent them a car and generally looked after them magnificently. Rob and
Rhonda were very impressed with French hospitality and invited members of
FCCF to visit Australia to attend the next 4CV Muster.
RCCQ adopted this invitation as their own and supported Rob and Rhonda in
2011 when a group of five couple visited Australia. We organised sixteen days
of events for our French visitors, billeted them, lent them cars and generally
tried to look after them in the same way that they had looked after Rob and
Rhonda. Our visitors enjoyed themselves greatly and invited members of
RCCQ and the 4CV Register to come to France for an event in 2012.
The 2012 event in France was called ‘Caraboucles’ or ‘the Daisy Tour’. It was
based in Gien in the Loire valley and was attended by no fewer than 34
Australians! In spite of this large contingent, the French looked after us very
well indeed. Two of the visitors to Australia in 2011 were Ghislain and Josiane
Houpy, They hosted six Australians before and after the event. They provided a
number of cars from their private car museum, organised seemingly endless
supplies of champagne and generally looked after us magnificently both before
and after Caraboucles. Alain and AnnMarie Traon also provided hospitality,
lent cars and even organised an additional four day program for the visiting
Australians.
In 2014, RCCQ organised a sixteen day event with a view of returning
hospitality to our French hosts. This event was well attended by Australian, but
the only French people to come were Ghislain and Josiane Houpy. During that
event, the Houpys volunteered to organise an event in France just for RCCQ
and 4CV Register members. This resulted in the Renault Enthusiasts Tour de
France in 2018, which was attended by nineteen Australians and four French
people – again Ghislain and Josiane Houpy as the organisers, assisted by
Alain and AnnMarie Traon.
There have also been invitations to other events in France – Mirva and I
attended the ‘Balade en Ardennes au Pays de Woinic’ event in 2015 and an

event in 2016 at Montlhery Linas track to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the
4CV and the 60th of the Dauphine. We’ve also made a number of private visits
to stay with Ghislain and Josiane, as have a significant number of others from
the two clubs. I currently have invitations from four different French couples to
come and stay with them.
By now you should have already realised that hosting a French visitor is likely
to be very rewarding. The French people, or at least those that I’ve
encountered in my visits to the various events in France, have been very
friendly and most generous and hospitable. If you host a French visitor or lend
them a car, you’re likely to find yourself with your hospitality ‘returned in
spades’!
At the moment we don’t know how many French people will come. We were
very disappointed with numbers in 2014, but the initial response to this
invitation has been positive, to the extent that between John Waterhouse and I,
we have already booked four rooms in Yass for the 2021 Muster for French
visitors. This matter was discussed at committee meeting last week and all
committee members were very supportive. You’ll be hearing a lot more about
this over the next year or so.
50th Anniversary Celebrations: The committee has recently taken the decision
to hold a special event to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of
RCCQ. The timing and nature of that event is yet to be finalised, but it has been
agreed that it will be an event to celebrate the club and Renault in general,
rather than a more specialised event such as another Renault Sport and Alpine
Expo or a 4CV Mini-muster. You’ll be hearing more about this soon!
Bucket Test: You’ve no doubt heard the story about the vain person who
thought that they were indispensable. A wise man told him to perform the
‘bucket test’ – Get a bucket of water and after stirring it up, go away for a few
hours. If the water is still turbulently swirling around when you come back,
then you’re really indispensable. If not ….Well, between my involvement with
the Inverell Muster and my trip to France, I’ve really been out of things for
about three months. Things have still happened in my absence just like they
normally do! That’s exactly what I expected and it’s a confirmation of the
quality and dedication of our committee members.
Happy Renaulting!
Phil Harrison, Brisbane, 13 June 2019

Please check out our calendar of events latter in the magazine and please
put things in your diary now so you don’t miss out on the events you may
want to attend.

From the Vice President’s Desk
I will be telling you about my rather enjoyable experience with my
Colonoscopy after my report. Hopefully I don't offend anybody.
This year has been great with the club and we still have so many
interesting club events on the way.
Our already wonderful committee has improved this year/ late last year
with two new members, Maryann our Editor has been pumping out great
Rallye Magazines and our Social Director Liz is a breath of fresh air with
new and exciting Club Runs. I was social director for our club and
another club I was involved with and would swap the more successful
runs. However I feel that Liz has taken a new direction, in late May we
went to 'The Book of Mormon' a very interesting play and a great night
out. Late June we're off to 'Outback Spectacular' something my wife and I
have wanted to see for quite some time and can't wait to go. A big
thankyou to you for both.
Now this is where I shamelessly turn the conversation to Shane Jacobson
topic of Bowl cancer prevention.
I, last month had the pleasure of the preparation and Colonoscopy
examination.
I am writing about this only because I hadn't heard a good thing about it.
One person told me he would rather drink cat urine others said it was
plain disgusting. The consultation nurse told me to drink "The Drink'
through a straw so not to get it on my lips.
Needless to say I was not overjoyed by what I was about to endure. For
those that are unfamiliar with the procedure the drink cleans out your
bowel and so there I was expecting to spend the evening on the toilet.
There I found the bowel motions rather easy to control too.
The next morning I was dropped off at the Ipswich Day Hospital where I
had a drip put in my hand and before I knew I was out like a light. When
I came to, they suggested I have a 2 hour sleep. They gave me a sandwich
and 3 cups of coffee while I waited for my daughter to pick me up.
I never needed the sleep and was bright as a button with no after affects.
I wanted to tell this story for those of you that haven't had the joy of a
Colonoscopy because it was quite a positive experience. I may have been
lucky that I felt so well afterwards but I could imagine that some people
put the procedure off due to the horrible story of 'that' ghastly drink, I say
don't ---- it’s not that bad.
I wish you all a happy healthy life.

Club night 1st May 2019

April Club Night in May

Due to the April club night falling on the eve of Anzac Day this year, it
was decided to move it one week to 1st May, however our booking for the
use of Shannon’s meeting room is not flexible so we needed an
alternative venue. Enter Dean Tighe of Ivan Tighe Engineering at Wacol,
specialising in engine cams. Dean was a speaking guest at a club night in
May last year and suggested we should have a visit to his engineering
works, so this was our opportunity…..
Dean welcomed us and gave an introduction to what goes on in the
workshop. As a side point, they have a Navy contract for the maintenance
of the cam followers for the Collins class submarine engines. We walked
around the work shop having the various processes explained to us by
both Dean and some of the staff that were working back. It is always
interesting to see how things are done in a workshop like this and the
intricacies of cam regrinding and manufacture. Dean had his hill climb
special in the workshop this night and fired up the car’s Judd V8 for us; it
certainly makes the right noise and lots of it! Dean also has a Renault
racing engine there, based on a Clio motor. It is for sale if anyone is
interested but you can almost buy a Clio for the price. Cheers Graham

.Where were we then? Evidently no one knows!!
Let’s try again!!!

I have decided to add a little competition to Rallye this year with
a prize for the most correct answers (if more than one correct
person the winner will then be drawn out of the hat) hopefully
this will get you to read you magazine more closely.
So study these photos and email me your answers ASAP on
renclubqeddy@gmail.com this will run in each issue this year.
Prize will be awarded at the awards night at the end of the year...
Bonus point for who is in the
photo!!!!
1)

Well as no one knew
where we were or who was in the photos here’s some
answers………..
top left….Stanthorpe museum for breakfast on the
Stanthorpe run 2017 I think I can see G & M Nordling,
D & D Gordon & P Bisdee
Camel dairy café on economy run (a few years ago)
Winery around Kalbar and the people in the photo were
Harry & Simone Verhoeven & Peter Bisdee…
Second row see’s us at the same winery and the
gentleman are (head in motor) would be Jim Andrews
and looking on Bob Gray. Middle photo would be of the

awards night two years ago. With many club members in
it. On the right of that line were the Two Peters at the
Pilton Zoo…..Bottom Left was Christmas in July at
O’Reilly’s… front and centre were Karen & Alan Moore,
Brett Nordling, and the Schortemeyer family and bottom
right was Taken in Tasmania when Peter & I were
visiting Club members Peter & Suzie Kleindienst.
I am disappointed in your total lack of response, but not
discouraged…… so I will try again…… only a few this
time……and here they are……….
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I have travelled east on many occasions and the first day follows
the same pattern. I left home on Monday 15th at 7am stopping at the
SA/VIC boarder for lunch then on to Balranald where we arrived at 4pm.
The next day its on to Hay. At Hay, Vin Anderson appeared on the side of
the road having passed us just before Hay. At Hay we headed to West
Wyalong where we stopped for the night. We had a short day because we
had arranged to meet Michael and Beth Pym who travelled up from
Wagga Wagga. Michael drove my car all the next day to Gilgandra while
I was able to be passenger. Again it was a short day because we were to
meet my son Glenn and Cate there. Glenn and Cate had left home 11/2
days after us. Next day Cate drove my car and it was along this stretch
that the car stated to run on three cylinders. It wasn’t noticed until I
heard the engine running at a stop. A plug lead was reattached and all
was well again. Cate could have driven 100 Klms on three cylinders
which showed in the petrol consumption ( 36Mpg ). Cate drove to Moree
where we stopped at a bakery for lunch. I finished the drive to Inverell
where we arrived Thursday afternoon. Glenn unloaded his car from the
trailer and took the trailer to the National Transport Museum where it
could stay safely for the week end. We had in impromptu dinner at the
RSM Club in the evening.
Each day the rally started from the Museum with a run through town
before heading out.
Day 1 : Started with a visit and morning tea at Wing Hing Long
Museum at Tingha. The museum had a long history with the land granted
(by Crown Grant) in December 1879. A store was built which sold goods
for mining, hardware, Chinese food, letter writing service, banking,
drapery and eventually general groceries. There were many owners of
the store until 1997 until Mavis Pratt decided to retire. The store and
most of its contents was purchased by the Guyra Shire Council for
management by the Tingha progress association. The museum is the store
with it contents as on the last day of trading. This took most of the
morning so it was time to head to our lunch stop. Light lunch was at the
Red Lion Tavern which was renamed after the Glencoe Hotel burnt
down. After lunch we visited a farm on which was a collection of petrol
pumps of all ages. This is the largest display of petrol pumps I have seen.
It was housed in a purpose built shed with a vinyl floor. There was much
to see outside as well but because there was another place to visit and
time was short I passed on that. Next we drove to the standing stones
which were a monument to the Celtic people. The stop was short for us
because it would take more time than we had to understand the

significance of it all. It was getting late and the sun was getting low in the
sky which made the drive back to Inverell uncomfortable.
Day 2: It was an early start so that each car could be individually
photographed by a professional photographer. After the drive through
town we headed to the Myall Creek Massacre Memorial site. First we
had a smoking ceremony followed by a lengthy description of the
aboriginal massacres. We visited the memorial stone and following this
was aboriginal dancing. Leaving Myall Creek we headed for Bingara.
There was a site large enough to park the cars in a group with the
entrants standing in the background. The photographer launched a drone
from which he took an excellent aerial photograph of the group. Then it
was a short drive to the Bingara RSL for lunch. After lunch there two
more sights to see; the Living Classroom and the Copeton Dam. Glenn
decided to visit the Dam but because of the distance out of town we came
back by the shortest route. There was just enough time for us to prepare
for the Muster Dinner and the AGM at the RSM Club next door.
Day 3: Was a visit to a mystery sight which happened to be a wood
working business. Now that may sound very ordinary but I thought that it
was the highlight of the rally. The owner was very good at talking to
groups of people because tourist buses stopped there. The buses often had
overseas tourists on board. In particular he made digeridoos. He had
collected all of the natural hollowed timber from the countryside and
finished the outside of the timber. These natural timbers came in many
shapes and when finished each one had its own sound. He was an
accomplished Digeridoo player and was able to demonstrate all of them.
He made a special digeridoo with a square hole through the centre. He
was also able to entertain us with his humour, such as the story about the
tourist who asked the question (How do you train the termites to make a
square hole?) Next to the workshop there was a store which sold his
handiwork. Some items were not for sale they were buildings with very
intricate lace patterns on them. After a very entertaining morning we
travelled back to the Transport museum for lunch. After lunch we had all
afternoon to look over the museum display, watch appropriate movies,
look over item for sale at the swap meet or attend two meetings on topics
affecting the club. Having filled in the afternoon we stayed for a BBQ
dinner then returned to the Motel.
Day 4: The morning started with a run through town again and then
out of town a little to visit a Pioneer Village. Now most reconstructed
Villages are similar in my opinion. We were able to drive into the Village
and park around a large grassed area. When time came we proceeded to
the Easts Bowls Club for lunch. Because we all arrived together there
was a wait for the meals to be served. After lunch we had to be advised
what was happening. As it happened we were to visit a tractor museum.

After a short drive into the country we entered a property with tractors
and parts spread around. We parked near this large shed (covering ½
acre). Inside tractors of all vintages were parked in rows. The owner said
that they were all running models. He also said that he was about to
double the size of the shed to one acre. Around the property were other
sheds and stacks of tractor parts, cabins, chassis, wheels and tyres. There
were a few of us that were not able to walk around the property so the
owner took us on a tour in his buggy. He took us to all of the sheds which
were dismantling areas and workshops for different work. In the sheds
were the smaller dismantled parts for storage. Now it was time to return
To the Motel to start packing up because the official part of the rally was
over. Glenn Left the tractor museum before us and it wasn’t long before
he returned to the Motel with his car loaded on the trailer ready for an
early start next morning. We weren’t very hungry after such a weekend
but we still went to the RSM Club for an informal dinner.
Tuesday and it was time to leave for home. Although Glenn’s room
was next to ours we did not hear him leave. We packed the car as soon as
possible and were ready to leave. We said goodbye to as many of our
friends as possible and then we were on the road for home. I have been
waiting for some time for the 4CV to read 100,000 miles. This happened
a short distance out of Inverell so we made two stops, one to photograph
all the nines on the speedo and next all the zeros. I had planned to get to
Gilgandra that day but things did not start well. We got caught behind a
hay truck travelling up to 60Kph and I was not able to pass until nearly
to Tamworth. Tamworth was on a different route than that taken on the
way over and I wanted to see the Golden Guitar again. We were now
behind our schedule so we had lunch before leaving Tamworth. There
was hilly country on the way to Coonabarabran and so it was slow going.
We arrived at Coonabarabran and stopped for the night. It was extra
cold overnight and the aged 6 volt battery would not crank the motor in
the morning. Two men at the Motel gave us a push and as soon as one
cylinder turned we were away. Next we stopped at Gilgandra for petrol
and on to Parkes for lunch. Our next stop was at Wyalong for fuel. It was
too early to stop so we thought that we could get to Coolgowie. Now
Coolgowie has only one Motel that I stay at and I didn’t have their phone
number. I phoned Cate and asked if she could book a room for us. A short
time later and Cate replied confirming a room. Now it was only 147Km
to drive for the day. Next morning I wondered if the battery would be up
to starting the motor. The motor fired up immediately and we were on our
way at 7.30am. Next stop was Hay for fuel and then on to Balranald
where we planned to stop for a cuppa. On arriving at Balranald we were
detoured around the main shopping area because of the Anzac March.
This meant no cuppa so an hour later we stopped at Euston for lunch.

Next stop was at Mildura for fuel again. Next I thought we might stop at
Renmark overnight so having passed through the Fruit Fly check point
we arrived at Renmark. It was again too early to stop so we kept driving.
As the sun was getting low in the sky as we were approaching
Blanchetown. It seemed a good time to stop and get something to eat.
After a break the sun had dropped below the horizon and the sun problem
was gone. Now it was time to test the lights of the 4CV on the open road.
The lights were great but the oncoming traffic that kept their lights on
high beam were a nuisance. We travelled down to Gawler when we ran in
some rain. It did not last long and we arrived home at 8.10 EST having
been in 3 states in the one day. The final day we covered 800 Klms.
During the trip we covered 3990Kms in 11 days with an average petrol
consumption of 50.57 Mpg. The best mileage was when Michael was
driving and he produced 55.35Mpg. Our driving speed varied between
75-85 Kph with the SAT NAT showing 90 at times and I needed to slow
down. The only oil use was when the oil was changed at Inverell. The
radiator did not need topping at any time either. The 4CV was running as
well when I returned as it was when I left home.
I would like to thank Bob Gray, Lloyd Muller, Phil Harrison, Linda
Wicks, John Waterhouse and any others involved in running a most
enjoyable Muster at Inverell. A special thanks to Glenn and Cate for
helping us with our mobility problems.

The Book of Mormon
Liz, our Social Director organized a club event to 'The Book of Mormon',
a musical comedy about two Mormons going to spread the word of God.
I knew very little about the musical other than that it was great. Not
having been to a play/ musical I jumped at the chance with only ten
tickets available.
We all got together for dinner and a chat before hand and then headed up
to the Theatre.
Two Mormon Missionaries attempt to share their religion with a small
tribe in a remote village in Uganda. At first they have a lack of interest as
they are more concerned with more pressing issues such as AIDS and the
threat of local warlords.
The language was quite explicit and rather offensive to the sensitive ear
giving a mixed review from the ten of us, never the less still enjoying the
humorous side of the show.
We did all agree that the singing and acting was superb with some
amazing vocals.
The following day a friend of ours told us it was also written by Tray
Parker and Matt Stone, the creators of South Park … that's when the
penny dropped with me.
All in all a fantastic night.
Peter Schortemeyer

...

Miniature Trains at Pine
Valley Railway - 8 June

We have been going to this venue each
year for a number of years now and its
popularity never seems to wane. Pine
Valley Railway is situated on a rural
property in Warner and is owned by the Qld Society of Model and Experimental
Engineers (QSMEE). Our attendance is by invitation only and so we are limited in the
numbers we can have attend. Nominally, our invitation is for 30 but I took a gamble
this year and took booking for 34 as invariably some people will pull out before the
day. It happened again this year, but we lost 10 people! Winter colds and flu take a
big toll at times so for 2020 I have requested an invitation for the November steaming
day.
The Pine Valley Railway is a fantastic layout of about 2km of track (5-inch gauge)
going through cuttings, tunnels and bridges. Some of the steam locomotives are the
result of a life-time of construction by their owners and they are rightly very proud of
them. Real steam locomotive, just in miniature. For your $10 per head you can ride
around on the trains all day, there being no limit. Young and old alike enjoy the
experience, perhaps for different reasons. A few of us ventured down to the round

house towards the end of the day and
watched some of the steam locos coming
back and prepared for ‘bed’, which
involves them dumping their fire and
steam.
We commandeer a picnic table under the
trees as a group and return here for a
chat and some food/drink between rides.
So far the weather has mostly been very
good over the years with only one day
having to be cancelled after heavy
flooding rain the night before. If you
haven’t been before and think you would enjoy
the day, don’t waste any time when the email
comes out; our quota fills up after just one
email so no reminders have ever had to be
sent.
Cheers Graham.

Thanks Brett Nordling for the
photos!!!

Shed day

On the 5th May with a last minute date change from the 12th due to
Mother’s Day. Ian Turner pulled off a really cool 'Shed Day'.
It started with a get together at Mc Donald’s, Jindalee for a coffee and
then headed to Ian's shed first where he organized morning tea with that
much food that Harry (where we were going for lunch) was concerned his
food wouldn't get eaten as morning tea was so elaborate.
Ian's shed is a real workshop with a hoist but most of his work has gone
into the house as it is a new
purchase and his work has created
quite a wow factor.
Next was my place and I always say
I'm the detailer in the family so my
shed is focused on car polish, tyre
spay and a good vacuum cleaner.
The other part of my shed some
would call a 'Man Cave' with a
lounge, dining room setting for
some of our meetings, large book
case and lots of goodies to look at.
Ian gave it a big rap so I hope it lived up to the expectation.
After spending an hour or so we headed off to Harry and Simone's place,
a beautiful new home overlooking the Brisbane River and Harry's shed is
a mixture of my shed and Ian's with a hoist and work area but also a
cabinet with Die-cast cars and other goodies hanging on the walls which
I find is always a good conversation starter.
Later we sat down for the most wonderful lunch that you would expect in
a 5 star Hotel.
After lunch we had a game of 'soccer golf’, yes I hear you say, what is
that? It’s a game where you have a series of tiny nets spread around his
big beautifully maintained green lawn. You then have to kick the ball into
the net and you add up the amount of kicks it takes.... a great game,
everybody enjoyed it and burned some much needed calories.
A special thanks to Ian, Simone and Harry.
(And of course
our author
Peter S)

On a sad note while we were all enjoying the” Shed Run” a few members were having a spin
around Lakeside. Sadly an accident occurred, but luckily Reiner was not badly injured but
alas the Clio……… Reiner sustained minor injuries of a sore neck and glass in his hand
………….I believe the Cleo has been replaced.

Words from the Secretary

July is a busy month for the club with three display events and the Christmas in July
lunch. I will concentrate on the displays as I am sure Maryann will mention her
lunch elsewhere in this edition of Rallye. The first display is only a minor one for car
numbers, being the Brisbane French Festival and that one has been taken care of by
Tony Melcer. The other two are the ones I will discuss to some extent.
RACQ Motorfest - 14 July
This is the big one organised by the RACQ at the Eagle Farm Racecourse. We have
been attending this event as a club for a number of years at the request of Cory Clark
from Cricks Renault Springwood to help promote the Renault brand. It cost us
nothing other than time to participate as Cory picks up the cost of displaying our
cars. Unlike our French car day, here you have people that often don’t know much
about Renaults having a look or they had a relative that drove one years ago. It is a
rewarding experience to stay by your car and talk to people about them, they usually
are genuinely interested. Also, it is nice to have a walk around the display and check
out the other cars, you see some very interesting and rare cars at this event. You may
notice the day for the Motorfest this year is also Bastille Day, the French national day
and Citroen is one of the celebrated brands this year, being their 100th year. We
optimistically thought there would be more interest from our members this year in
light of the French theme, but the numbers have fallen well short of expectations.
Disappointing but c’est la vie.

The Grand Display of French Cars – 21 July
The usual event in the usual location, Murarrie Reserve, Cannon Hill. Citroen are
the organisers this year and it is their 100th anniversary so they are planning on
having 100 x Citroens present; that will likely be more than the combined Renault and
Peugeot numbers but hopefully we can make a decent show of Renaults and not be
over shadowed by the Cits. Unlike the Motorfest, the GDFC is more like a family get
together. We all know each other and there is rarely anything new (though 100
Citroens will be different!) Last year the three major clubs got our heads together to
determine just what we want from the GDFC. We all agreed we like it the way it is
and the social atmosphere of catching up with likeminded friends is what makes the
day for us. I hope you also find the day enjoyable and come along to display your
Renault.
My Fuego
I am currently pushing to get my Fuego ready for the above displays, not so much in
the polishing side of things, though it will need some effort in that area too, but to put
it back together and get it running again. The Fuego gearbox has been driving me
insane (that explains it!) for years now, with the detent for 3rd and 4th gear being
non-existent resulting in the car frequently slipping out of gear. During last year’s
Midnight to Dawn, the Fuego took a bit of a battering with the rear brake limiting
valve springing a leak and a front anti-roll bar bracket departing company with the
car somewhere along the road. So, I decided to fix all the things that needed fixing
while the car was on stands. Out with the engine, gearbox, steering rack, front
suspension, and lots more. As I write, the car body is ready and waiting for the
engine and gearbox to be reinstalled. Hopefully, I will have everything back together
in time for Motorfest, assuming it all works as advertised once it is all together. I
have missed driving the Fuego and really look forward to the August Happy Laps to
see how it goes without having to steer the car with only one hand while holding it in
gear with the other.
Cheers and happy motoring from Graham

RACQ Motorfest - Sunday, 14 July 2019
The fun, atmosphere and excitement of RACQ Motor Fest will return to Eagle Farm
Racecourse, Ascot on Sunday, 14 July 2019. As always, the event promises to have
something for everyone. Last year, thousands of car buffs and families turned out to
see the 400+ prestige, vintage, unique and collector vehicles that were showcased in
a colourful carnival environment.
In 2019, all the family favourites will return, including roving entertainment, gourmet
food trucks and free kids’ activities including amusement rides, V8 simulator, craft
activities, face painting and petting zoo. Also, for the first time this year we’ll be
joined by Love Handmade Markets, who will have 40 local makers onsite with
homemade goods. Entry is $2 per person with children under 3 free, with all gate
takings donated to RACQ Foundation’s 2019 Flood Assistance Project directly
helping farmers in North West Queensland

So another newsletter draws to a close. This one is coming to you via
Perth In WA as Peter and I are away for 2 weeks enjoying a bit of R&R
(as well as a little Rugby League)
Till we meet again …….
Enjoy the drive
Maryann

